
EZMod Advanced cable management system: 
EZMod technology allows you to truly customize your 
power system to utilize only the UV cables you re-
quire, resulting in optimal airflow and the coolest pos-
sible environment within your case!  All EZMod ca-
bles glow brightly when illuminated with UV lighting 
accessories.   
 
Powerful: 
450/520 Watt power supplies with 550/620 Watt 
Peak Load, designed specifically for the most de-
manding computing environments of gamers, PC 
enthusiasts, and power users. 
 
Silent Operation: 
High performance doesn't have to come with annoy-
ing fan noise, and OCZ PowerWhisper technology 
effectively reduces noise levels to a minimum, mak-
ing this the quietest power supply on the market! 
 
Cleaner Power 
The OCZ ModStream features PowerShield EMI  
control technology with copper shielded leads to pro-
vide the added benefit of extreme current stabiliza-
tion and delivery of the cleanest possible output to all 
your critical system components.  

Run Cooler: 
Experience leading edge reliability and performance with 
increased air flow, courtesy of a whisper quiet yet ex-
tremely vigorous 120mm fan complete with attractive blue 
LED’s. 
 
OCZ 3-Year Warranty 
The best PSU comes backed with the finest warranty, 
and OCZ offers an exclusive 3 year PowerSwap warranty 
program, providing unsurpassed peace of mind.  No 
more endless return-for-repair loops! 
 
Technical Support 
Just as OCZ Technology is committed to bringing you the 
best products for your personal computer, we strive to 
provide the best customer support in the industry.  Please 
feel free to email us at: support@ocztechnology.com 
 
 
 

The OCZ ModStream power supply family is the quietest, sleekest, most versatile PSU available today!  The Mod-
Stream comes in 450W/520W configurations with 550W/620W peak loads; they are the ideal solution for PC-users 
desiring a high-quality mix of power and versatility in their system.  Every ModStream is equipped with OCZ EZMod 
Technology.  This advanced cable management system allows you to truly customize your power system to utilize 
only the UV cables you require, resulting in optimal airflow and the coolest possible environment within your case!  
All EZMod cables glow brightly when illuminated with UV 
lighting accessories.    

http://www.orpheuscomputing.com/computers/power-supplies.html


1. OCZ PowerWhisper Technology with 120mm 
fan 

2. OCZ PowerShield PCI-Express lead 
3. OCZ EZMod advanced cable management 

system 
4. Supports ATX/BTX/PCI Express/SATA 
5. Active PFC** 
6. 3 Year warranty backed by OCZ’s exclusive 

PowerSwap replacement program.  No more 
endless return-for-repair loops! 

7. 160X150X86 mm 
8. 95~132Vac / 190~264Vac 10/6a 
9. 200~240Vac Only** 
10. 450W: +3.3V(28A), +5V(45A), +12V(26A) 
11. 520W: +3.3V(28A), +5V(52A), +12V(28A) 
12. Over-voltage/Short-Circuit protection 
 
**International Version Only 


